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Introduction

The Jeep Grand Cherokee
shifter in question

Traditional shifter
setup
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Global Recall

306
incidents
306 incidents of vehicle
rollaway following the
same pattern

1.1 million
vehicles
In April, 2016, Chrysler recalled
three different models, totalling
1.1 million vehicles

24%
Injuries
About 24% of the
crashes caused injuries
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Demo
of the issues

Why
Chrysler’s
recalled gear
shift is so bad
213,683 views - Jun 26, 2016
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Condition of the Gear Shifter
Shifters are supposed to have adequate ergonomics design, fitting different hand
positions and have a clear way to show current status. Survey data has revealed that
forgetting the current gear is a frequent driver error (Reason et al., 1990).
The Chrysler vehicles in question are equipped with Monostable electronic
("E-shift") gearshift assemblies, which don’t do a good job in reminding drivers to
make sure they are parked.

Challenges
●
●
●

The Monostable gear shift does not move into a detent (preventing motion until released) but instead springs
back to a centered/neutral position after the driver selects a gear and releases the shifter.
A button on the shift knob must be depressed to shift out of "Park", shift out of Neutral, and to shift from Drive to
Reverse or "Park".
There is no tactile or physical position feedback to the operator as to whether the car has actually been placed
into the safe-to-exit “"Park"” gear, and unfortunately, there is no safety override that automatically puts the car in
“Park” if the driver’s door is open and pressure is taken off the brake.
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Condition of the Car

A car must be seen as an interactive system that comes with drivers’
expectations and conditioned responses, e.g. when a seat belt is not
fastened we may hear a chime sound and see a warning light.
In April 2016, the FCA recalled the Chrysler vehicles and tried to
enhance their warning system, utilizing a shifter revision strategy to
reduce the effect of potential driver error, but this fails, as in the Yeltsin
case when a driver leaves the car and it does not automatically shift into
Park.
So, even though there may be signiﬁers such as alert sounds or alert lighting, those revisions are not
always going to provide the best protection for the drivers or passengers.
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Gear Shifter Standards and Driver Experience
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) legislation (1968):
requiring that all shift levers for automatic transmissions have the same
clockwise sequence: park, reverse, neutral, drive, and low gear(s) (Simons,
2017). It also required that the shift lever pattern for manual transmissions be
displayed in view of the driver at all times when a driver is present in the driver’s
seating position (Simons, 2017).
Purpose: make vehicles more standardised and hence prevent shifter errors in
unfamiliar vehicles (Tarbet, 2004).
Unfortunately, the gear shifter design is not defined in that standard, prompting some automakers to try out rotary knobs, or
shifters with separate "Park" buttons, or monostable shifters - the focus of this study. This has led to a potential consensus
among more experienced drivers that the car is in “Park” when the gear shifter is in the original upright position. However,
Chrysler’s design breaks this standard when the gear returns to its original upright position which was the condition that
Yelchin didn’t realize, based on his prior experience and standards. This is what confused Yelchin and led to the catastrophic events
that followed and leaving us with the obvious conclusion: that the usability of design will also affect the usage for more experienced
drivers (Young et al., 2007).
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Parking Environment

Parking environments may vary but it is important since almost all car trips start
and end in a parking space. Studies show that roadside distractors negatively impact
driver performances and crash rates for all drivers (Shaw et al., 2019). Dim lights or
darkness lessen the cognitive alertness compared to bright lights in daytime
(Leproult, 2001). In our scenario, Yelchin returned home at 1:10 am with dim lights or
darkness.
Studies show that the usability of design may also affect the usage especially for drivers during distraction or
during stress (Bladfält et al., 2016). Overall, it can be said that the parking environment takes up more cognitive load
and tends to be easier to ignore the condition of the car or gear shifter. Photos from the Yeltsin accident location also
showed that it was an outdoor family parking lot with fences, bushes and other distractors. That may increase risk of
distraction and reduce the driver's performance.
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In Park or not?

If you don’t know, it may be fatal ...

Condition of the Car
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Product & System Failures
Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (HFACS) (Weigmann &
Shappell, 2003) is a broad human error framework which provides a tool to
assist the accident investigation, and target training and prevention efforts.
Following the HFACS, we will conduct this analysis by dividing the human
factors failures into two broad categories:

Product
The product failure talks about design
flaws associated with the MY 2015
Grand Cherokee, with a focus on it’s
gear shifter.

System
System failure focuses on tracing how human
error occurred, with an emphasis on the human
factors analysis and classification system
framework.
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Human Factors
Analysis and
Classiﬁcation System
Within each level of HFACS,
causal categories were
developed that identify the
active and latent failures
that led to the awful tragedy
that befell Yelchin.
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System Failure - Part 1
Organisational Influences: It can be argued that Resource Management was
negligent in their “decision-making regarding the allocation and maintenance of
organisational assets” due to the oversight of allocating for HFE Analysis or some other
methodology that would adequately assess the product design and assure that a safe product was
being manufactured. Regarding Organisational Management, at the expense of sounding redundant,
the inability to understand the value of HFE inclusion, possibly due to budgetary constraints or other
self-imposed constraints, was a deadly omission in this case.

Unsafe Supervision: The failure to correct known problems, is well documented, as
noted in the class action lawsuit. Therefore, there was a failure to “report unsafe tendencies, initiate
corrective action, correct a safety hazard.”
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System Failure - Part 2
Preconditions for Unsafe Acts: In the Technological Environment,
we know that “a variety of design and automation issues including the design
of equipment and controls, display/interface characteristics, checklist
layouts, task factors and automation,” have been overlooked,
especially as concerns the rigorous implementation of HFE
Analysis.

Unsafe Acts: Regarding decision errors, the design decisions did
prove to be “inadequate to achieve the desired end-state and resulted
in an unsafe situation,” resulting in the loss of life and the proliferation of
products unsafe for public use. (Walker et al., 2001) points out that since
driving a car consists of over 1700 tasks, a driver is only able to process a
restricted amount of information, but is exposed to many different stimuli
and is forced to make decisions quickly. That makes it important to give the
gear shifter design careful consideration to avoid unsafe acts.

Dashboard of the future?
Or disaster of the future?
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Product Failure
Mental model mismatch: In the product failure, one of the biggest causes of the entire incident was the
mental model mismatch. The drivers mental model was that the car is safe to exit when the shifter is on the neutral
based on their prior experience. They are not experts who tolerate and recognize every different shifter strategy, so they
will get confused and make wrong decisions while using the car.

Information and warning feedback: The vehicle is an intermediate variable between the driver’s control inputs
and the outcomes that occur related to that input. Harley et al. (2008) suggests that the kinesthetic feedback in gear
shifter is of relevance and that the end positions are particularly important to get right. Lots of strategies can
be used to provide feedback including auditory feedback, tactile feedback and visual feedback (Walker et al., 2006).
However, there is not enough information and warning feedback in the product MY 2015 Grand Cherokee showed the
current information and warning when the error happened.

User instructions presentation: When a user purchases the car, FCA has the responsibility to provide
a detailed instruction and clarify any potential confusion, or they are supposed to have voice or visual
instructions to guide users when they’re using the product. However, in this scenario, such user instruction presentation is
severely lacking.
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Design Recommendations
Gear Shifter and Car Design

Process Management

●

Visibility of System Status

●

Staff skill training and management

●

Fail-safe mechanism

●

Actionable Feedback

●

Consistency with normative

●

User notification and recall

vehicular standards
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Design Recommendations
Risk management
●

User testing
○
Design: build empathy for
the real users
○
Evaluation: have
evaluation with the target
user

Financial Management
●

UX KPIs equation
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